Autumn. It seemed like the summer would never end, but that fortune teller was right. It’s over. Autumn, the time of the harvest. Agriculture has advanced significantly in recent years, ever since the discovery of the maxim, "leaves of three, let it be." Autumn, a time of celebration. The peasants have spent a hard week scything hay in the fields, but tonight the festivities begin, starting with a sumptuous banquet of roast hay. Then, the annual nose-stealing competition. Then you have two jesters, one who always lies, one who always tells the truth, both hilariously. This celebration will truly have something for everyone.

This is the 5th addition to the game of Dominion. It adds 13 new Kingdom cards to Dominion, plus 5 unique cards. The central theme is variety; there are cards that reward you for having a variety of cards in your deck, in your hand, and in play, as well cards that help you get that variety.

We hope you enjoy this expanding world of Dominion!
To play with Cornucopia, you need a complete Dominion game such as the original Dominion or Dominion: Intrigue. These provide the Basic cards you need to play (Treasure, Victory, and Curse cards), as well as the full rules for setup and gameplay. Dominion: Cornucopia can also be combined with any other Dominion expansions you have.
Preparation

Cornucopia includes 13 randomizer cards (one for each Kingdom card in Cornucopia). Players will need the Treasure cards, Victory cards, Curse cards, and Trash card from either Dominion or a standalone expansion to Dominion (e.g., Dominion: Intrigue) to play with this expansion. As with previous Dominion games, players must choose 10 sets of Kingdom cards for each game. If players choose the random approach for choosing sets, they should shuffle the randomizer cards from this expansion with those of any other Dominion games they choose to play with.

In games using Young Witch, choose an additional Kingdom card costing $2 or $3, put its pile into the Supply, and mark its pile with the Young Witch randomizer card (underneath it, sideways). This is the “Bane” pile referred to by Young Witch; cards that start the game in this pile are “Bane cards.” You may choose the card any way you like; if you are using randomizers to choose your 10 cards, you can reveal cards from the randomizer deck until finding one costing $2 or $3, and use that one. If you are also using the card Trade Route (from Dominion: Prosperity) and the Bane pile is a Victory card pile, that pile gets a Coin token, like other Victory card piles; similarly, if Trade Route itself is the Bane pile, all Victory card piles get tokens as normal. If you are using the promotional card Black Market, and Young Witch is in the Black Market deck, put out a Bane pile for Young Witch.

In games using Tournament, set the 5 Prize cards out as a pile near the Supply piles. They are not part of the Supply.

Sample game setup:
**Additional Rules for Cornucopia**

“In play” - Action cards and Treasure cards played face-up to a play area are in play until they are moved somewhere else—usually until they are discarded during a Clean-up phase. Only played cards are in play; set aside cards, trashed cards, cards in the Supply, and cards in hands, decks, and discard piles are not in play. Prizes that no-one has gained are not in play. Reaction abilities like Horse Traders’ do not put those cards into play. Duration cards (from Dominion: Seaside), once played, remain in play until the turn they are discarded.

A player may play his Treasure cards in any order and may choose not to play some (or even all) of the Treasure cards he has in his hand. During the Buy phase, a player must play all of the Treasures he wishes to play before he buys any cards, even if he has +Buys; he cannot play more Treasures after Buying a card.

Young Witch adds an extra Kingdom card pile to the game. This extra pile is just like the other piles; if it is empty that counts for the game end condition, the cards in it can be bought and can be gained directly via cards like Horn of Plenty, etc. It is part of the Supply.

There are five Prizes: Bag of Gold, Diadem, Followers, Princess, and Trusty Steed. These cards are never part of the Supply. That’s the only new rule for Prizes, but it has various consequences. If the Prizes run out, that does not count towards the game end condition. The Prizes may not be bought, or gained via cards like Horn of Plenty; they may only be gained via the card Tournament, or via cards that gain cards other than from the Supply (such as Thief from Dominion). Ambassador (from Dominion: Seaside) cannot return Prizes to their pile. Trashed Prizes go to the trash pile, like other cards; they do not return to the Prize pile. When using Black Market, do not put Prizes in the Black Market deck. Prizes cannot be bought, but have a cost of ♦, which matters for cards like Remake.

A number of cards in Cornucopia care about cards being different. “Differently named” cards are simply cards with different names (like the Prizes) - they aren’t copies of the same card. “Duplicate” cards are cards that have the same name - two copies of the same card.

**Recommended Sets of 10**

**Cornucopia & Dominion:**
Bounty of the Hunt: Harvest, Horn of Plenty, Hunting Party, Menagerie, Tournament, Cellar, Festival, Militia, Moneylender, Smithy

Bad Omens: Fortune Teller, Hamlet, Horn of Plenty, Jester, Remake, Adventurer, Bureaucrat, Laboratory, Spy, Throne Room

The Jester’s Workshop: Fairgrounds, Farming Village, Horse Traders, Jester, Young Witch, Feast, Laboratory, Market, Remodel, Workshop; Bane: Chancellor

**Cornucopia & Intrigue:**
Last Laughs: Farming Village, Harvest, Horse Traders, Hunting Party, Jester, Minion, Nobles, Pawn, Steward, Swindler

The Spice of Life: Fairgrounds, Horn of Plenty, Remake, Tournament, Young Witch, Coppersmith, Courtyard, Great Hall, Mining Village, Tribute; Bane: Wishing Well

Players can play Dominion with any set of 10 Kingdom cards from any of the Dominion games, expansions, or promo sets. The recommended sets are only intended to highlight some interesting card interactions and game strategies.

**Kingdom Card Description**

Bag of Gold: The Gold you gain comes from the Supply and is put on top of your deck. If your deck has no cards in it, it becomes the only card in your deck. If there are no Golds left in the Supply, you do not gain one. This is a Prize; see the Additional Rules.

Diadem: This is a Treasure worth $1, like Silver. You play it in your Buy phase, like other Treasures. When you play it, you get an extra +1 per unused Action you have. This means Actions, not Action cards. So for example if you play Farming Village (which gives you +2 Actions), then Diadem, Diadem will give you an extra +1, for a total. If you play no Action cards at all on your turn, you will have one unused Action, so you will get a total from Diadem. This is a Prize; see the Additional Rules.

Fairgrounds: At the end of the game, this is worth $2 per 5 differently named cards in your deck, rounded down. So if you have 0-4 different cards, it is worth 0 $; if you have 5-9, it is worth 2 $; if you have 10-14, it is worth 4 $; if you have 15-19, it is worth 6 $; and so on. By default there are only 17 differently named cards available in a game, but sometimes there may be more cards, such as via Young Witch’s setup rule, or due to Tournament. Use 8 Fairgrounds in a game with 2 players, and 12 for a game with 3 or more players.

Farming Village: Reveal cards from the top of your deck until you reveal a Treasure or Action card. Put that card into your hand and discard the other cards.

Followers: Do the things in the order listed. You draw 2 cards; then you gain an Estate from the Supply, putting it into your discard pile; then each other player gains a Curse from the Supply, putting it into his discard pile; then each other player discards down to 3 cards in hand. A player with 3 or fewer cards in hand does not discard any cards. If there are no Estates left, you do not gain one. If there are not enough Curses left, deal out the remaining Curses in turn order. This is a Prize; see the Additional Rules.
Fortune Teller: Each other player reveals cards from the top of his deck until he reveals a Victory or Curse card. If he runs out of cards before finding one, he shuffles his discard pile (but not the revealed cards), and keeps revealing cards. If he still cannot find one, he just discards all of the revealed cards. If he does find one, he puts the Victory or Curse card on top of his deck, and discards the other revealed cards. If his deck has no other cards in it, it becomes the only card in his deck. A card with multiple types, one of which is Victory (such as Nobles from Dominion: Intrigue), is a Victory card. You do not choose Victory or Curse - they stop on the first card that matches either type.

Hamlet: First draw a card, and get +1 Action. Then you may either discard one card to get another +1 Action; or you may discard one card to get +1 Buy; or you may discard two cards and get both +1 Action and +1 Buy; or you may discard no cards at all. You only get the extra +1 Action or +1 Buy if you actually discarded a card for it. You cannot discard multiple cards to get multiple +Actions or multiple +Buys.

Harvest: Reveal the top 4 cards of your deck. If there are not enough cards, reveal what you can, shuffle your discard pile, and reveal the rest. If there still are not 4 cards total to reveal, just reveal what you can. You discard the revealed cards, and get +1 per differently named card revealed. For example if you revealed Copper, Silver, Copper, Estate, that would be +1.

Horn of Plenty: This is a Treasure worth 0. You play it in your Buy phase, like other Treasures. It does not produce any coins to spend. However, when you play it, you gain a card costing up to 1 per differently named card you have in play. This includes itself, other played Treasures, played Actions, and any Duration cards (from Dominion: Seaside) played on your previous turn. It only counts cards currently in play, not ones that were in play but left; for example if you played a Feast (from Dominion) this turn, you will have trashed it, so it will not count for Horn of Plenty. The card you gain must come from the Supply, and is put into your discard pile. If it is a Victory card, trash Horn of Plenty. Cards with multiple types, one of which is Victory (such as Nobles from Dominion: Intrigue) are Victory cards. You do not have to play Horn of Plenty in your Buy phase, and you choose the order that you play Treasures. You do not trash Horn of Plenty if you gain a Victory card some other way while it’s in play (such as by buying one).
Horse Traders: When you play this, you get +1 Buy and +3, and discard 2 cards from your hand. If you do not have enough cards to discard, just discard what you can; you still get the +1 Buy and +3. When another player plays an Attack card, before that card does anything, you may reveal this from your hand. If you do, you set it aside, and at the start of your next turn, you return it to your hand and draw a card. While it is set aside, it is not in play or in your hand, and cannot be further revealed to Attacks. Therefore it will only work on one Attack per round of turns. You can reveal it for an Attack and still play it on your next turn. You can reveal multiple Horse Traders to a single Attack. For example, if another player plays Followers, you could reveal and set aside two Horse Traders from your hand, then gain a Curse but discard no cards, as you would only have three cards in hand at that point. Then on your next turn you would pick up the two Horse Traders and also draw two cards.

Hunting Party: First you draw a card and get +1 Action. Then you reveal your hand, and reveal cards from your deck until revealing one that is not a duplicate of one in your hand. A card is not a duplicate of one in your hand if it does not have the same name as any cards in your hand. If you run out of cards while revealing cards, shuffle your discard pile (but not the revealed cards) and keep revealing cards. If you still do not find one, just discard all of the cards revealed from your deck. If you do find a card not matching any cards in your hand, put it into your hand and discard the other cards revealed from your deck.

Jester: Each player with no cards in his deck shuffles his discard pile in order to get a card to discard. If he still has no cards, he does not discard one. For each player who discarded a card, if it is a Victory card, he gains a Curse, and otherwise, you choose: either that player gains a copy of the card, or you do. The gained copies and Curses come from the Supply and are put into the discard piles of the players who gain them. If a card is revealed for which there are no copies in the Supply, no one gains a copy of it. This Attack hits other players in turn order, which can matter when some piles are low. A card with multiple types, one of which is Victory (such as Nobles from Dominion: Intrigue) is a Victory card.

Menagerie: If there are any two or more cards in your hand with the same name, you only draw one card; if there are no matches, you draw three cards. Only the card names matter for this; Copper and Silver are different cards for example, despite both being Treasures. If you have no cards in hand at all after playing Menagerie, then you have no matching cards, and so get +3 Cards.
Princess: This makes all cards cheaper (to a minimum of $0$) as long as it is in play. When it leaves play, it stops making cards cheaper. This applies to cards everywhere - cards in the Supply, cards in hand, cards in decks. For example if you played Princess, then Remake, trashing a Copper, you could gain a Silver, as Silver would cost $1$ while Copper would still cost $2$. Using Throne Room (from Dominion) on Princess will not make cards cost less, as there is still only one copy of Princess in play. This is a Prize; see the Additional Rules.

Remake: Trash a card from your hand, and gain a card costing exactly $1$ more than it; then trash another card from your hand, and gain a card costing exactly $1$ more than that card. If you have no cards in hand, you do not trash anything or gain anything; if you have only one card in hand, trash it and gain a card costing $1$ more than it. Gained cards come from the Supply and are put into your discard pile. If there is no card at the exact cost needed, you do not gain a card for that trashed card. For example you could use Remake to trash an Estate, gaining a Silver, then trash a Copper, gaining nothing.

Tournament: First you get $+1$ Action. Then each player, including you, may reveal a Province card from his hand. Then, if you revealed a Province, discard that card, and you gain a Prize of your choice, or a Duchy, putting whatever card you took on top of your deck. If there were no cards in your deck, it becomes the only card in your deck. There are five Prizes, set out at the start of the game; see Preparation. You can only take a Prize from the Prize pile. You can take any Prize from the Prize pile; you do not have to take the top one. You can take a Duchy instead, whether or not the Prizes have run out. You can opt to take a Duchy even if the Duchy pile is empty, or a Prize even if no Prizes are left; in these cases you gain nothing. After gaining your card or not, if no other player revealed a Province, you draw a card and get $+1$. So this card will play out one of four ways:

1) if you do not reveal a Province and no-one else does either, you will get $+1$ Action $+1$ Card $+1$;
2) if you reveal a Province and no one else does, you will gain a Prize or a Duchy and draw it, as well as get $+1$ Action $+1$;
3) if you reveal a Province and so does someone else, you will get $+1$ Action and gain a Prize or a Duchy, which will be on top of your deck;
4) if you do not reveal a Province but someone else does, you will just get $+1$ Action.

When you gain a Prize, take whichever remaining Prize you want. You can look through the Prizes that players have not gained yet whenever you want.
Trusty Steed: First choose any two of the four options; then do those options in the order listed. So if you choose both +2 Cards, and the last option, you will draw cards before you gain the Silvers and put your deck into your discard pile. The last option both gains you Silvers and puts your deck into your discard pile. The Silvers come from the Supply; if there are fewer than four left, just gain as many as you can. You do not get to look through your deck as you put it into your discard pile. This is a Prize; see the Additional Rules.

Young Witch: This card causes there to be an extra pile in the Supply, called the Bane pile; see Preparation. The extra pile is just like other Kingdom card piles - it can be bought, it can be gained via cards like Horn of Plenty, it counts for the end game condition. When you play Young Witch, after you draw 2 cards and discard 2 cards, each other player may reveal a Bane card from his hand; if he does not, he gains a Curse. This attack hits other players in turn order, which matters when the Curse pile is low. Players may still respond to a Young Witch with Reaction cards like Horse Traders or Moat (from Dominion); those happen before Bane cards are revealed. If Secret Chamber (from Dominion: Intrigue) is the Bane card, first you can reveal it for its Reaction ability, and then, if it's still in your hand, you can reveal it to avoid getting a Curse.
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**Turn Example**

At the start of Anna’s turn, she has a hand of Tournament, Silver, Copper, Copper, Menagerie. She plays Tournament first. She doesn’t reveal a Province from her hand, but no-one else does either. She draws a Hamlet and gets +1 Action and +1 Buy.

She plays the Hamlet, drawing Estate and getting +1 Action. She discards a Copper for another +1 Action, but does not discard anything for +1 Buy.

Now she plays Menagerie. She gets +1 Action and reveals her hand: Silver, Copper, Estate. There are no duplicate cards, so she draws three cards: Silver, Horn of Plenty, Province. She could play two more Actions, but has no more Action cards to play, so she moves on to her Buy phase.

First she plays the Copper and two Silvers. Then she plays Horn of Plenty. It doesn’t make any , but since she has six differently named cards in play (Tournament, Hamlet, Menagerie, Copper, Silver, Horn of Plenty) she gains a card costing up to . She gains a Gold, putting it into her discard pile. Since that isn’t a Victory card, she gets to keep her Horn of Plenty. She has to spend and buys a Fairgrounds.

Then she discards all of her cards from play and the Estate and Province from her hand, and draws a new hand.